Housekeeping Metro Cart Part #402190
The Engineering team at Dura-Cast collaborated with professionals in the hospitality
industry to design a housekeeping cart that is attractive, ergonomically correct,
and allows for increased efficiency.
The Housekeeping Metro Cart is easy to maneuver and is designed to keep all
components well-organized; it features a higher storage capacity than traditional
housekeeping carts, with space for supplies to service up to 15 rooms. The lower
compartments on the top of the cart make it more easily accessible for staff members of
all heights. The stainless steel pull bar has been mounted vertically to increase the ease
of use for all employees, regardless of stature. With tool bars to keep mops and brooms
organized, vacuum cleaner brackets, and a specialized drip tray, this cart was
designed with amenities that you won't find on any other cart on the market.
The Housekeeping Metro Cart provides a solution that is durable, lightweight, and welldesigned, providing the hospitality industry with an effective tool for your workforce.
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Cart Features and Specifications:
- Dimensions: 51" high 29.25" wide - 48" long
- Weight: 200 lbs (approximate)
- Storage capacity to service 15 rooms
- Unique 6-wheel design provides ability to rotate the cart in its footprint, making it
easy to maneuver in small spaces
- Mop and broom tool bars mounted on outside edge
- Vacuum cleaner brackets to easily transport vacuum between rooms
- Vertical handle placement allows staff of varying heights to comfortably push or
pull the cart
- Specialized drip tray contains liquids to keep hallways and floors drip-free
- Dedicated compartments keep clean and soiled products separate
- Compartmentalized top for toiletries, glassware, and other amenities; this design
also deters staff from piling linens on the top of the cart
- Optional customizable features include a foot brake to keep the cart stationary
when not in motion and a self-feeding toilet paper holder to keep rolls organized
- Cart is available in a range of standard and custom colors to meet your needs

Dura-Cast's 6-Wheel Housekeeping Metro Cart provides you with an organized,
attractive option

